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CoCo Contemporary Connoisseur

'We Choose To Care How
Things Are Made'
Shantala Chung Gon- Creative Director

Supporting our South Australian Makers
Originally based at the Jamfactory Contemporary Craft and Design, Shantala
Chung Gon has a wealth of knowledge when it comes to mentoring,
managing and marketing Australian artists and designers.
Founded on a long-standing passion for art, design and 'beautiful things',
Shantala and her team then continued on with CoCo to support those new
independent artist and makers who had finished their associate-ship and
were ready to make the next step into the marketplace.
CoCo's philosophy is to accentuate the importance of local Australian
artists by promoting and exhibiting them in Australia and globally
through commercial and private clients. We fully endorse the skills and
creativity of our artists and know our clients will receive high quality,
unique and expertly finished pieces.
"We foster the relationship between art and people by engaging with
our clients and by maintaining close relationships with all our artists.
This direct and personal contact ensures you will always receive the
highest degree of detail and quality, and most importantly have all
your desires met." - Shantala Chung Gon, Creative Director.

Award Winning Australian Made Gifts
We specialise in designing custom-made corporate awards, trophies, speaker gifts,
business & executive corporate gifts for any special event. CoCo deals with many
corporate clients in the tourism, sports, hospitality and retail industries providing
handmade executive corporate gifts. As our pieces are handmade the advantage here
is that our artists and designers can custom make pieces to suit. We will do our best to
accommodate with your budgets and timelines
We can provide you with:
Corporate discount for Australian eligible businesses
Custom gift boxes with brand stickers
Engraving with brand/ logo
Gift tags and hand written cards- can be personalised
Handmade and designed in Australia
Gift wrapping
Door to door service
CoCo prides itself on supporting Australian Artists and Designers with the amazing
work they do. We offer worldwide shipping, along with express post options for those
last minute gifts.

Testimonial
The team at Contemporary Connoisseur were lovely to work with and made the
whole process seamless from start to finish. It was important to us to support a
South Australian company that advocates for local artists, and Shantala and Llewelyn
Ash’s expertise, quality of work and attention to detail was second to none.
They tailored the trophy to our awards, creating a free-flowing design that made
each trophy unique while fitting with the overall theme.

Marisa Zerillo

Lucky Drop Paperweight
The 'Lucky Drop' is a hand blown ornamental object. It has a curved and
weighted base to allow it to gently rock.
Many of our clients like to have them mantled on a wooden base
with engraving on a plaque.
We can colour match all our glass in your company brand palette
and add logos or personalised engraving. Gift boxes and gift
wrapping available. We can also add personalised stickers on the gift
box. Complimentary artists statement cards provided with each
piece.
CoCo Contemporary Connoisseur was commissioned by the Hon
Julie Bishop to create a unique statue for the 'Foreign Leaders
Award'. Our client selected three colours to represent South
Australia. 300 mini glass lucky drops were then hand blown by
Llewelyn Ash and the CoCo team gift wrapped in custom cylinders,
hand-wrote personalised gift cards and delivered.

Kinetic Stemless Wine Collection
The revolving Kinetic wine glass set is functional both as a drinking vessel and as a
decanter that aerates the wine as it revolves. These glasses were created out of a love
of wine and the inspiration to create entertaining drink ware that complements the
drink itself. Innovative design by Emma Klau our glasses appeal to wine lovers and
enthusiasts alike.
Our wine glass collection can be made in a range of colours to suit your brand.
Personalised brand engraving available. Gift boxes and gift wrapping. Complimentary
artists statement cards provided with each piece.

Beach Glass Paperweight
Inspired by the colours
of the coastline.
These hand blown
paperweights celebrate
the journey along our
great southern ocean.

Australian Glass
Memento Paperweight
Australia has a unique environment
spanning from the golden coast line to the
arid desert of the north with an ever
changing landscape in between. Our
Mementos capture the diversity of this rich
landscape through sand, soil and salt.
CoCo can custom make with different
minerals and dirt to suit. Past projects have
included putting iron ore in the memento
for BHP.

Our Creative Process

Energy & Mining Award

CoCo's talented Llewleyn Ash making the prestige's Premiers Award at one of our making facility's the
Jamfactory Contemporary Craft and Design.

Add a subheading

Glass Heart Of Love
Australian icon Tina Arena being
presented with our beautiful ‘Glass
Heart of Love’ award. Available for
purchase exclusively with us. ❤
This outstanding award honours Tina’s
contribution to Australian music and her
charitable efforts over the past four
decades. We were so proud to partner
with Support Act Australia.

Australian Made
Art + Wine Hampers

Add a subheading

CoCo's Australian Made Wine Gift
Hampers are filled with a sophisticated
selection of South Australian art &
award-winning wine! Our bestselling
kinetic glassware collection is handmade
by Emma Klau is perfectly matched with
some of South Australia's finest wines,
making this hamper a fun surprise for a
housewarming, birthday or corporate
gift. Personalise your hamper with a
handwritten note, company logo or
customised message sure to delight the
receiver.

1. Kinetic Wine Glass Set 170AUD 11cm | 2. Arid North Dirt 100AUD 10cm | 3. Glass Wine Awards 1000AUD 25cm
4. Kinetic Decanter 180AUD 10cm | 5. Vine Glass Memento 75AUD 11cm | 6. Taste Of Australia Decanters 330AUD25cm

7. Ceramic Animal Collection 155AUD 15cm| 8. Flute Glass Set 120AUD 25cm | 9. Wave Glass Platter 290AUD35cm
10. Urban Grass Stem 188AUD 35cm| 11. Melody Pattern Vase and Bowl 330AUD 30cm| 12. Wooden Paddle Board 50AUD 50cm

13. Ebb Tall Vase 370AUD 40cm | 14. Ceramic Pets 30AUD 20cm | 15. Gum Leaf Glass Bowl 180AUD 15cm
16. Flame Form Trophy 180AUD 20cm | 17. Twilight Platter 300AUD 40cm | 18. Wine In Time Award 300AUD 30cm

19. Ceramic Koala Bowl 75AUD | 20. Hasa Hands 40AUD | 21. Ceramic Hens and Chicks 115AUD
22. Australian Outback Ceramic Vase 70AUD | 23. Action Walnut Desk Set 200AUD | 24. Australian Dirt Oil Bottle 75AUD

Our Happy Customers

Connect with us online
Facebook

CoCo Contemporary Connoisseur

Twitter

@contemporaryco

Instagram

@contemporaryco

Thank you for supporting our South Australian creatives.
Warm regards Shantala, Kate, Emma and Bree.
CoCo Contemporary Connoisseur
www.contemporaryco.com.au
Email : coco@contemporaryco.com.au
Contact: 0416575561

